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and the list  of  Ling.  Snrvey>  No. 68).    The word which
has replaced  it  in  all   other parts of the country occurs
in the Srauta Sutra of Apastamba—a text  which appears.
to  be  of  southern origin (ef. Biihler,   SEE,  II, p.  xxx)
under  the  form  yhofa.    Mr.   J,  Charpentier  has    tried
(KZ,  XL,   p.   44*1)  to  identify  this   word with German
gaul;  this eqvivalence would be strange by  itself ;  Prof.
Sommer  has   shown   (IF,    XXXI,   p.    362)  that    this
Germanic  word   has  its  correspondents  in   Slavonic and
not in Indian.    On the other hand, the similarity of gliota
with  some   Dravidian  forms  with the same meaning has
long been recognised :   Tel. gurramu. ; Can. kw/we ; Tarn.
Kudirei  (Gondi  Kara  is  suspected  to be borrowed from
Hindi gkora  like  Kui  goda) ; the Dravidian form  which
has   preceded    the   Hindi    word  amon^st_ the  Gonds  is.1
undoubtedly that which accounts  for  Gadaba Krutq,^ and
Savara kurta, alone of their kind in Munda.    The  Brahui
TiulU is  out  of  the  question ;  on  the  value of   initial
h,  of.  on   one   hand   Br.  hal "rat," Wi "goat/'^*» "fco
deposit "and Tarn,  eli, adu, In;  on  the other  Br.  hur
and  Gondi  hfyk,  kui sud  (of.   Tuttle, Am. J. Phil., XL,
p. 84).
It is easy to reconstitute the common prototype of
all these forms. *ghutr—. In the same process one
gets some important data for the history of Dravidian
phonetics :
1st. The consonantal group has been eliminated in
Telugu by total assimilation, in Tamil and Canarese by
vocalic insertion.
2nd. In the last two languages, the intervocalic surd
is changed into a sonant. In Tamil, at any rate, the
date of this alteration is rather late, cf. ^S^XTX, p. fi& ;
for banarese an indication is to be fou^d in the fact that

